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In brief…
KEY DATES

2018

17 November: 15th Annual Foreign Aid Service
(FAS) Dinner at the Savile Club, 69 Brook Street,
Mayfair, London W1K 4ER
The FAS raises money to respond to disaster and
emergency situations as well as to provide longterm sustainable support to the most needy people
in the world. The FAS works within the international
framework of the Order of Malta, and particularly
Malteser International. Expect another sell-out event!
contact Secretariat basmom@btconnect.com
12 December: 7pm. Companions Christmas Carol
Service and Reception at St James’s Spanish Place,
22 George St, Marylebone, London W1U 3QY

New Care Home opens
Grand Master Fra’ Giacomo
Dalla Torre paid a surprise
visit to Gloucestershire on 27
September to open the latest
Order (OSJCT) residential
Home, Edwardstow Court
Care Centre, in beautiful
Stow-on-the-Wold. He was
welcomed by residents and
their care staff, together with senior members of the British
Association of the Order and of the Venerable Order of
St John, and told his audience of his pleasure at being
with them, and his delight at visiting the home, learning
of the fruitful cooperation between the two Orders, and
inspecting the splendid facilities. The purpose-built Home
offers dementia and non-dementia care, respite and day
care for up to 48 residents.

The driving Force
We are always indebted
to Caroline de la Force,
who performs endless
miracles of organisation
and administration to
keep the Order in Britain
well informed – and very
well cared for.
Editor Philippa Leslie
© BASMOM 2018
Craigmyle House
13 Deodar Road
London SW15 2NP
Tel: 020 7286 1414
Fax: 020 7286 3243
e: basmom@btconnect.com
w: www.orderofmalta.org.uk

The Knights Hospitaller
in Great Britain in 1540
A survey of the houses and churches of St John of Jerusalem including
those earlier belonging to the Knights Templar
Michael Hodges
The publication demonstrates in
the most vivid way possible how
remarkably rich and widespread
the Knights Hospitaller were in
pre-Reformation England. This is
the first comprehensive guide to the
possessions of the Knights Hospitaller
in the British Isles in 1540 at the
time of their dissolution by Henry
VIII. They were in 1540 the largest
individual owner of land after the
Crown – and in the British Isles had
some forty “commanderies” through
which they administered their
possessions.
The author explains the task
presented to him: ‘In the spring of
2016 the Grand Prior had asked
me whether I would be willing to
write something on the architectural
heritage of the Knights Hospitaller
in Great Britain in 1540. I had
launched “Parish Churches of Greater
London” the preceding December
and was looking for something else
to get my teeth into. My interest in
medieval history had been somewhat
neglected since my undergraduate
days at Balliol in the early 1970s
and I rather leapt at the chance of
reviving it. The writing of the book,
with the help in particular of the

various Victoria County Histories and
the assistance of the notes of Pamela
Willis of the Venerable Order, was
not too problematical. What was
far more consuming was the need
to traverse England and Wales from
Cornwall to Northumberland, from
Kent to Lancashire, in search of the
remnants of commanderies as well as
the surviving medieval churches, the
advowsons (patronage) of which had
been appropriated to the Order.’
Illustrated with more than 500 colour
photographs. Published September 2018,
copies @ £20 (£5 p&p) available from:
The Grand Priory of England, Craigmyle
House, 13 Deodar Road, London SW15
2NP. All profits to the Order of Malta.

Stepping Stones
A father’s letters of advice to his children

The author wrote a series of letters to his daughter more than
thirty years ago and made them into a small booklet. ‘As stepping
stones across a river help one to reach the far bank, so are these
twenty letters intended to help one in the journey through life.’
An irresistible collection of wisdom for parent, grandparent or
godparent. 50pp, price £7.50 including p&p. Proceeds to the Order
of Malta. To order, please send a cheque made out to BASMOM, 13
Deodar Road, Putney, London SW15 2NP.
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From the President

Hospitaller

Dear Members and Friends

The journal of the British Association of the Sovereign Military Hospitaller Order of St John of Jerusalem of Rhodes and of Malta

The Order in Britain has had a
marvellous year to date.
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Our Lourdes pilgrimage was
inspiring as it always is, and even
the delayed return did not dampen spirits. Followed
by the pilgrimages to Ramsgate and Walsingham,
and in Scotland to Dunfermline, our spiritual events
continue to bring members and guests to pray
together and care for each other.
Our activities around the country continue to develop
and expand, with innovations at every turn. The
amazing summer we have enjoyed prompted our soup
kitchens in London and Colchester, always busier, to
react with ‘cool food’ for many guests – a very popular
variation. You will read more of exciting future plans
in these pages.

Fra’ Giacomo Dalla Torre’s
international visits

a

Autumn 2018

Stop Press
News from around the
Order’s world.

The highlight of the Order year must surely be the
35th International Summer Camp for Young Disabled,
which we – the OMV, the British Association, the
Grand Priory and the Companions – hosted in
Hampshire from 11 to 18 August. To say ‘a great
time was had by all’ is not a tired cliché here, but an
affirmation of the camp’s huge success. There were
many special moments, but one of the best was the
address by the Grand Master to our congregation
in Arundel Cathedral on 15 August. He told guests
and volunteers alike, echoing the camp’s theme Be
Courageous: ‘Every day gives us an opportunity to
share joy and sorrow, to meet and get to know each
other through discussion, smiles, silence and prayer…
and we have to be brave to face the difficulties of life.’
The guests had a wonderful week of adventure, fun,
friendship, with many happy stories to take home.
Congratulations to all the wonderful organisers, who
worked so hard for many months and who managed
the week with great efficiency – and very British
humour when necessary. The statistics for running
such an operation are mind-blowing – see inside they give at least a small indication of just what was
involved in making the camp the triumph that it was.
Our next special event: the opening of another
Home by the OSJCT in late September, and again,
the Grand Master kindly attended, a witness to the
excellent work of the OSJCT in our many Homes, now
numbering 72.

Cover photo: George Ramsay
Submission of images: Please send high resolution
images: ideally 300 dpi at reproduction size.

All these activities demonstrate what we are about:
Tuitio fidei, obsequium pauperum. Keep up the good
work!

Richard Fitzalan Howard
President, British Association of the Order of Malta
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Happy campers; Learning archery from
an expert

F

or a week in August,
Hampshire rang to the sound
of 500 young people having a
whale of a time. The resounding
success of the summer camp
was due to the meticulous
and dedicated preparation of
the camp’s team, who covered
the activities, the catering, the
logistics, the transport, everything
medical, and all things spiritual.
Three years in the planning,
the hosts – the Order of Malta
Volunteers (OMV), the British
Association of the Order, and
members of the Companions –
warmly welcomed their guests
and supporters from 23 countries
to seven days that would change
them all. From the guest who tried
his hand at archery, to the young
dancers at the nightly disco, to the
riders on the London Eye, the days
rushed by as friend met friend and
new experiences brought people
together, and the camp’s theme
‘Be courageous’ was proven time
and time again.
Best camp food ever!
The catering team recalled
that ‘delivering 10,000 meals
with only 4 team members
was extraordinarily hard work!
However our work paid off when
we were told by hundreds that it
was the best camp food ever and
that every single dietary request
was catered for.’ And each day a
menu from a different country was
served. Among the wide range of
checks the activities team factored
into their preparations: that all

The Camp
of Courage
Order of Malta 35th International Summer Camp
500 guests, helpers and volunteers explored new challenges
together, prayed together, laughed together…

activities would be wheel chair
accessible – the hot air balloon
and sail boats too; that the 20,000
plastic bottles of water ordered
were eco-friendly and re-usable;
that the marquee (for the disco)
would be sound proofed.
A highlight was the Mass
in Arundel Cathedral and
the touching speech to the
congregation by the Grand Master
Fra’Giacomo Dalla Torre, who,
together with his Delegation, joined
in the ceremonies and the camp
prayer ‘…Let me not fear the things
that hold me back…’, and the happy
activities in the Castle grounds
later in that special day.
As the camp closed for
another year, Mons. John
Armitage, Chaplain of the Camp,
reminded all: ‘Let us thank God

that through our service to each
other, our hearts have grown into
the likeness of Christ. May this
greatness of heart continue to
inspire us to grow to the size of
Christ.’
James Grew, camp leader, for
the 35th International Summer
Camp, summed up the great
experience:
What we did – We organised a
disable holiday camp for 500
people;
How we did it – It is too difficult to
explain in 100 words – please have
a look at the videos: www.vimeo.
com/maltacamp2018;
Why we did it – An Irish guest
spoke for many: “I loved camp
because for the first time in my life
it made me feel like I didn’t have a
disability.”
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IHC London 2018:

The London Days
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Enthusiasm and indomitable spirit win the day:
Antonia Teixeira says ‘a gargantuan thank you’

T

he International Holiday
Camp is a yearly highlight
for many of the Order’s
volunteers and Companions. To
bring together so many cultures
and personalities in a week-long
celebration of compassion and unity
is the very epitome of our ethos and
outreach work.
The valiant volunteers
So when we asked for people to
sign-up to help with the camp’s
London Visit Days, the positive
responses came in their droves.
31 volunteers (or ‘tour guides’ as
they came to be known) were split
across three days, accompanying
23 country teams, the smallest of
five people, the largest, 23. We had
150 tickets per day for the London
Eye (our first stop), with up to
16 wheelchairs allowed on at any
one time. This meant up to three
rotations and many idle minutes in
between, waiting in turn. Our valiant
volunteers came into their own!

There were bubble wands, inflatable
dinosaurs, singing, rap-battles and
guest Chelsea Pensioners to liven
things up.
Not only did these 31 heroes
have to struggle with delays, but we
also had to battle the elements and
an attack on Westminster. Never
cowed, never defeated, our guests
and our guides won the day with
their enthusiasm and indomitable
spirit. After the London Eye, our
guides accompanied their country
teams on tours of London, including
the Houses of Parliament, Downing
Street, Horse Guards, Buckingham
Palace, Trafalgar Square.
To help them in their roles,
Christine Rourke, the fantastic camp
attaché, provided our guides with
reams of tour notes, a Londonthemed quiz and Union Jack flags.
The day culminated in a trip to
Covent Garden where the teams
embarked on shopping sprees or
indulged in the culinary delights this
central hot-spot has to offer.

The impact on the lives of our
guests
Setting all of these terrific highlights
aside, I wish to acknowledge
wholeheartedly that our work was
just a sliver of the enormity that was
the IHC’s week long extravaganza.
And more than this, the impact that
the week had on the lives of our
guests from around the world. All
too often we ourselves forget the
headiness of London, so to share this
world with our guests, who most
likely would never have been able
to do so without the support of the
Order, is truly humbling.
Thinking back to the smiles
on the guests’ faces, the cheers of
excitement and laughter, and how,
with every hurdle faced, collectively
we overcame and triumphed, I am
reminded of what it truly means to
be part of something bigger then the
individual. And to be a Londoner.
Still more, I am sure that the
experience will have left our guests
with a brighter and broader view of
the world, and one hopes that they
will take the attitude and spirit of
London with them as they face their
own challenges in life.
A huge thank you to everyone
who participated and an equally
gargantuan one for the IHC team who
allowed us to get involved.
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The Causa for
The Beatification
of HMEH Andrew Bertie

T

our beloved Grand Master, Fra Andrew Bertie, died in Rome. In view of all
he did for the Order and his great devotion and piety it was proposed that he might be
considered for beatification. Following Vatican guidelines, a process can be started after five
years and in 2015 the ‘Causa’ as it is called, was launched at a ceremony in St.John Lateran in Rome,
attended by Church authorities and over 1300 members of the Order.
Since then, work with Vatican officials has continued and this summer a high powered Delegation
travelled to England and interviewed a number of witnesses to Fra’ Andrew’s life and works. The
Delegation will return later in the year to speak with more people whose contributions will be much
appreciated as the work progresses. The considerations are to focus on practical examples which
demonstrate aspects of the Grand Master’s life – his spirituality, his work with the young, with those
in need, his friends, his many and varied interests, those whom he taught, or who met him in other
circumstances where he gave them support. To widen the research, it has been suggested that to
engage with witnesses outside the Order would also be very welcome.
It is requested that anyone who thinks they could help should discuss it either with Peregrine
Bertie or Philippa Leslie (via the Basmom Secretariat) who are in touch with the Delegation and will
be making arrangements for the next visit.
Please pray for the success of this Causa. It will mean so much for the Order. The Principal at the
Vatican Vicariat has said that he considers this Causa as very important for the Order, the Church
and the Church in Britain.
Peregrine Bertie
en years ago
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Grand Master
goes walkabout
Elected this May, Fra’ Giacomo Dalla Torre’s
commitments have already taken him far afield – to
Africa, the Middle East, and many parts of Europe

Grand Master Fra’Giacomo Dalla
Torre was elected 80th Grand Master
of the Sovereign Order in May 2018.
His daunting responsibilities have
already taken him to some of the
world’s hot spots as well as to shrines
of devotion.
He has visited Cameroon and
Lebanon, meeting with state officials
and the Order’s own representatives,
discussing the range of support the
Order provides to the afflicted in
those countries.
In Austria in 2017 he attended the
34th International Summer Camp for

Young Disabled and in Britain this
summer he attended the 35th, meeting
many young and encouraging them
in their lives and work – both guests
and volunteers: ‘Every day gives
us an opportunity to share joy and
sorrow… Yes, we have to be brave
to face the difficulties of life; yes, we
have to be brave in testifying our
Catholic faith; yes, we have to be
brave to welcome those who suffer
and those who are strangers to us.’
In Italy he has been to see the
Order’s works to support the victims
of the central region’s earthquake

The Grand Master in Cameroon, Loreto,
central Italy, Rome

in Aquata del Tronto, and visited
the Order’s San Giovanni Battista
Hospital in Rome, which offers one
of the few specialist reanimation
units in the country.
He has also led the Order’s
international pilgrimages to Lourdes
for the past two years, as well as the
annual pilgrimage to Assisi in Umbria
and to Loreto in the Marche.
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First impressions
James Pavey reflects on his first year as
Hospitaller of the British Association…

N

ine months into his
demanding role as Hospitaller
of the British Association,
James Pavey reflects: ‘It is more than
I expected! In terms of the volume of
work, but also in terms of the variety
and the fun of it.’
He goes on to describe what is
involved: ‘The job essentially has
three parts: oversight and organisation
of our pilgrimages; oversight of the
rest of our hospitaller activities; and
safeguarding. It also includes being
a member of the Basmom Council,
so there is involvement with the
running of Basmom more generally.
As Hospitaller, you are ex officio a
member of the Companions Council
and an Order of Malta Volunteers

(OMV) Trustee. In the latter role, I
worked with the committee organising
the 35th International Holiday
Camp. Sadly, there is more “risk and
compliance” than just safeguarding:
from data protection to insurance.
And then there is the international
dimension, in particular the
international Hospitallers’ Conference.’
The Conference, which takes place
every spring, was held this year in
Budapest. James says:
‘It was an eye-opener, not just as to
what the Order does internationally,
through Malteser International and the
Global Fund for Forgotten People, but
also the hospitaller works of national
Associations and organisations. It is
difficult not to be impressed by the

scale of the works of the German
and French Associations, but there
were many smaller-scale projects that
caught my attention: in particular, the
church in the suburbs of Bratislava
which the Slovakian Knights and
Dames have recently made their
home and a centre for their outreach;
the weekends of respite for families
with disabled children, organised
by the Belgian Association; and the
educational works for underprivileged
children in Hong Kong.’
Every hospitaller gets a threeminute slot at the Conference to
highlight what his or her Association
has been doing in the last 12 months.
James spoke about the Orders of St
John Care Trust Homes, explaining
that, together with the Grand
Hospitaller and the President, he came
to the view that our (BASMOM’s)
involvement in the running of 72 care
homes, with around 3,500 residents
and 4,000 staff, deserved – and
deserves – greater publicity. ‘So it was
a delight that the Grand Master visited
the Order’s Arundel care home in
August, when he was with us for the
35th international holiday camp, and
that he accepted to open our newest
care home in Stow on the Wold on
27 September. The homes, bar one,
are in four counties – Wiltshire,
Gloucestershire, Lincolnshire and
Oxfordshire and our challenge is
greater engagement of our members
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Lourdes: the basilica; candles
and carriages

and Companions to be volunteers in
the Homes, to provide companionship
and support to the residents. Please
contact me or Paul Letman, Chairman
of the Companions, or me if you
would like to help.
With the Hospitaller Committee,
James is committed to producing a
five-year plan for all our hospitaller
work in Great Britain – in part for
greater coherence and awareness of
what the Order does; in part, to set
our sights a bit higher and further.
The Hospitaller Committee met in late
June to start discussing the details of
that plan.
He explains: ‘Above all, our
hospitaller works are about
sanctification of sanctifying ourselves
and those we care for. By doing
those works, we are engaged in
public witness to our faith. That is,
in practice, how I make sense of
our twin charisms – tuitio fidei et

obsequium pauperum. Though I’d like
us to do more, it is primarily about
the quality of what we do, rather than
the quantity. And lastly, we should
take the long view: where possible,
we should be aiming to engage in and
sustain long-term works.’
And the high points in these
nine months? ‘There have been a lot
of happy moments so far. Going to
Lourdes in February for preparatory
meetings, and finding myself at the
Sunday morning Mass on the Feast
Day of Our Lady of Our Lourdes,
160 years to the day after the first
apparition, with about 15,000 other
people. Someone coming up to me
during the Lourdes pilgrimage to tell
me that they’d not been to confession
for 27 years, but had felt moved to go
after the Mass of Reconciliation. And
after a lot of hard work by so many
people, the opening ceremony and
Mass for the international holiday
camp were very special.’
Were there any low moments?
‘Well – getting a phone call from
Tangney Tours at 10:30am on
Thursday 10 May after a wonderful

Autumn 2018

pilgrimage, when we were all about to
leave for Lourdes-Tarbes airport, to say
that an airbridge had been driven into
our plane; that it wasn’t coming from
Stansted to fetch
us; and that they
didn’t know whether
“There was a point when
they’d be able to
responsibility for the well-being
find another plane
of 200 people sat most heavily
that day. That was
on my shoulders!”
the point at which
responsibility for
the well-being of 200 people sat most
heavily on my shoulders! ‘
And getting everyone back to
Stansted that evening? ‘ Yes. Quite a
lot of prayers were answered when
Tangney Tours rang at 2:30pm to say
they had found us another plane.
Everyone was very patient, particularly
our Accueil Pilgrims; the Accueil
Notre Dame looked after us very well;
and the Lourdes Committee and many
others were brilliant in improvising a
day’s care for the Accueil Pilgrims. All
in all, it was one of those moments
where the Order was at its best. But
hopefully not one which we’ll be
repeating!’

Lourdes inspiration:
An image by Philip Somers

A very artistic Lourdes guest on the Order’s international
pilgrimage was inspired by his visit. His sister, Anna Somers
Cocks, writes: ‘The day after we got back from Lourdes,
Philip painted this picture. He had bought a 2019 calendar
there and his wonderful art teacher, Emelie Salford,
suggested that he copy the famous image of the grotto. I
thought you might like to see the original and the result.’
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The garden on the Aventino in winter

A letter from Rome
The Grand Prior, Fra’ Ian Scott, writes…

W

hat has turned out to be

a momentous year began
with a severe downfall
of snow in February which brought
everything to a standstill. The first
snow for seven years and no buses,
taxis or metro for two days. The sun
shone and the garden next to my flat
on the Aventine looked like a magical
scene from the Sleeping Beauty.
I started Italian lessons at the Club
Dante Alighieri at Piazza Bologna.
Only five people in my class and a
charming teacher called Chiara. We
begin at 9.00 am and break for a
coffee at 11.00 and then go on until
1.15. All very jolly apart from Italian
grammar which is a nightmare. I
go home, collapse, and then do my
homework.
Living high upon the Aventine
has many advantages and one of
them is being next to the Benedictine
monastery of St Anselmo, where I
go most evenings for Vespers, sung
beautifully by the monks.

The downside of Italian life is
getting things done. No telephone
landline for two months and no WiFi for three, which is enough to try
the patience of a saint. The up -side is
the friendliness of Romans, especially
if you try to speak to them in Italian.
I attribute this to the influence of
St Peter. I quickly found that I was
making friends and was even invited
to dinner, which had never happened
when I lived in Paris.
Mass tourism is destroying some
of the most famous parts of Rome
but as soon as you get off the beaten
tourist track there are amazing things
to see. The churches on the outskirts
are generally quiet and decorated with
the most sumptuous mosaics. I love
Sant’ Agnese on the Via Nomentana
and next to it the amazing circular
mausoleum of Constantia, daughter
of the Emperor Constantine. An
interesting church for Art Historians
is San Giuliano dei Fiamminghi where
William Kent painted the Apotheosis of

St Julian in the 18th century, surely the
only Englishman to have decorated a
Roman church. Little museums like
the Galleria Spada, the Napoleonic
Museum and the Museo Mario Praz are
always quiet. Be very careful in the
Museo Praz not to trip on the stairs or
get trapped in the lift. Signor Praz was
rumoured to possess the malocchio
– the evil eye – and strange accidents
still occur from time to time. The best
guide books I know are Georgina
Masson’s ‘Rome’, James Lees-Milne’s
‘Roman Mornings’ and Anthony
Blunt’s ‘Roman Baroque’.
Compared to London, most
restaurants are inexpensive and good.
I sometime go to a restaurant in the
ghetto which serves delectable Jewish
food and the deep fried Carciofi alla
Giudia. I’m lucky enough to have a
reciprocal arrangement between my
London club and one of the Roman
clubs and there the food and service
are outstanding. The specialita’
della casa is a hazelnut bombe with
chocolate sauce.
On Tuesday evenings, as many
as 450 poor people gather outside
Termini and we go to hand out food
to them, which has been prepared by
nuns in the Vatican. It’s harrowing to
see these men, women and children
who have such incredibly tough lives
and all credit to the Order of Malta
for arranging the soup kitchens every
evening somewhere in Rome. It’s
quite usual to see a cardinal or some
other high-ranking cleric working
among us, minus dog collar.
These are exciting times to be
living in Rome, rumours and factions
abound within the Church; outside
and within its towering walls people
protest vociferously. This isn’t the first
time that there has been dissension
in the Eternal City and certainly it
won’t be the last. For me, sufficient to
remember our daily undertaking ‘to
practise and defend the Catholic, the
Apostolic, the Roman Faith against
the enemies of religion’. There are
plenty of those in Rome too. Truly,
God moves in a mysterious way, his
wonders to perform!
Fra’ Ian Scott
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Pilgrimages
National shrine of
St Augustine, Ramsgate
In place of the annual Holywell pilgrimage, this year a
pilgrimage was organised (for one night only) to the national
shrine of St Augustine in Ramsgate, Kent, on 6-7 July.
The shrine, which was established in 2012, commemorates
St Augustine and the coming of the Gospel to the Anglo-Saxon
peoples. St Augustine, who had been sent by Pope Gregory the
Great in 597AD, landed near Ramsgate. After his death (c 604)
his tomb became a shrine. The shrine itself is housed in the
personal church of the Victorian architect Augustus Pugin. It
has recently been magnificently restored.
Members and friends of the Order participated in Mass,
Shrine Prayers, Vespers and Benediction at Ramsgate, and also
paid a visit to the Benedictine Nuns at nearby Minster Abbey.
The pilgrims also said prayers at the cross marking the spot
where St Augustine landed (pictured opposite).

Dunfermline, St Margaret’s
The Annual St Margaret’s Pilgrimage took place in Dunfermline
on Sunday 3rd June. St Margaret is a patron saint of Scotland.
The Pilgrimage was a major event in Scotland prior to the
Reformation. It was recently revived by His Grace Archbishop
Leo Cushley, British Association Chaplain. The Procession,
450 strong, was led by the Archbishop and the Clergy, with St
Margaret ‘s relics carried in a special glass case. Members of
the Order and the Companions took part.

The Shrine of Our Lady at Walsingham

Henry Norreys. Herbert Coutts. Liam Hackett (Companion). Archbishop
Cushley. Angus Hay. David Maclure.

The Order’s pilgrimage to Walsingham, which takes place
every September, has this year followed the highly successful
International Summer Camp. A joint event between the British
Association, the Grand Priory, the Companions and the OMV,
the wonderfully relaxed weekend, spent with old friends, always
offers an excellent opportunity to chat and pray with volunteers
and guests from other branches of the Order. The organiser is
the indefatigable Jack Straker who, together with his team, has
for the last few years set up a memorable pilgrimage weekend.
The Shrine of Our Lady at Walsingham was established in
1061 when lady of the manor Richeldis de Faverches prayed
to the Virgin, who asked her to build a replica of the house
where the Annunciation had taken place, so that pilgrims could
participate there in the joy of the Annunciation. Walsingham
became one of the greatest Shrines in Medieval Christendom
and one of the oldest international Marian Shrines.
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An irresistible menu

Breakfast
is served
Peter Sefton-Williams describes a special project for central London’s homeless

T

he Breakfast Café on
Wednesdays, which takes place
at the Ordinariate church of the
Assumption, Warwick Street, Soho,
and is run by the Companions of
the Order of Malta, began in January
2017. By common consent, the
breakfasts are superior even to those at
the Ritz so, not surprisingly, they have
proven popular from the very start.
We open the doors just after 6am.
The time was chosen as this is when
rough sleepers are often moved from
doorways and have nowhere else to
go. In fact, the queue outside the gate
is around a dozen even at 5.30am.
Those helpers who take part in setting
up arrive about half an hour before the
start while others, who do the serving,
usually come from about 6am. Upon
arrival, the guests are invited to put
their names on the waiting list for the
shower. Although we serve up to 42
guests, we can currently offer a shower
to around 12 people (though there is

a possibility we may be able to extend
washing facilities in future).
The delicious menu
Tea and freshly-brewed coffee is
limitless and orange juice is served,
as well as the full range of herbal teas.
Toast (brown and white) and muffins
are made continuously. The full
range of cereals is offered. At about
6.20am, the hot porridge arrives.
This can be served alone or with
fresh berries. Then comes the cooked
breakfast with bacon, sausages, fried
eggs, baked beans with occasional
extras of black pudding, kidneys and
mushrooms. Everything is freshly
made to order. Kippers are popular
with guests who don’t eat pork. On
the tables are just about every kind of
spread and condiment. Newspapers
are available, as are sandwiches
provided by EAT, to take away. A
change of clothing, especially socks
and underwear, is often available.

The atmosphere is noteworthy
The guests are deeply appreciative
– the atmosphere is noteworthy.
Perhaps because the Challoner Room
(in the basement of the presbytery) is
such a warm and welcoming space,
or perhaps because it’s so early in the
morning, an atmosphere of calm and
friendliness prevails.
As well as fulfilling the Order’s
mission to assist the poor, the
Breakfast Café – perhaps as much
by accident as design – conforms to
the spirit of ‘Tuitio Fidei’. Before the
setting up of the tables on a Tuesday
evening, the Guild of Our Lady of
Warwick Street meets to recite the
Rosary and to pray for the conversion
of England and for London’s
homeless. Then, at 8am every
Wednesday, Mgr. Keith Newton,
the Ordinary of the Ordinariate of
Walsingham, offers a scheduled Holy
Mass at the altar of St Gregory. Many
of the helpers, and occasionally some
of the guests, attend. So the setting
up and clearing up have, as bookends, the Rosary and Mass.
Volunteers most welcome
There’s no denying that getting up so
early in the morning is a challenge.
But – as I say to myself when the
alarm goes off – if I feel slightly
shattered, as I arise from my warm and
comfortable bed, how do our guests
feel? To function properly we need
around 12 helpers each week. Though
we usually achieve that number,
more volunteers would be warmly
welcome. If anyone is interested in
taking part, please consider any or
all of these activities. Rosary takes
place at 6.15pm every Tuesday in the
church followed by the setting up of
the tables. On Wednesdays helpers
are welcome to come any time from
5.45am to 7.30am, either to serve the
guests or to help with the cleaning.
Or, if none of these are possible, please
come to Mass at 8am. We usually
depart by 9am. The address of the
Challoner Room is: 24 Golden Square,
London W1F 9JR. And don’t forget
the perk – helpers are welcome to a
delicious breakfast.
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Fighting isolation
Chairman Paul Letman outlines a
full programme and reveals future plans

T

he ever-extending works
of the Companions of the
Order of Malta, their energy
and initiatives, gather impressive
momentum. Around the country,
projects to care for the poor, the
lonely, the elderly, the homeless,
continue to gain traction. Some
projects go back aways – the Monday
soup kitchen in Lincoln’s Inn Fields,
for example, has just celebrated its
fifth anniversary.
This year, the Companions
focus on fighting isolation. Those
in need are often the elderly, the
housebound and the homeless. The
Companions have set up a range of
supportive activities. In London, one
is their monthly ‘Tea and Company’
afternoons in St Joseph’s Hall,
Brompton Oratory – very popular,
both for the cakes and the singalong!
Another is the weekly Breakfast Club
in Soho. And the Thursday evening
Companions Café now regularly has
between 90 and 100 guests each week.
Over the summer, the Café hosted a
visiting pianist and there are regular
visits from volunteer podiatrists,
manicurists and hairdressers. Every
other week, an experienced housing
lawyer provides legal advice and
support for those who seek it. There’s
always a call for books (thrillers a
favourite) and clothes for guests.

For the international summer
camp, Companions joined the ‘meet
and greet’ brigade for guests arriving at
Heathrow and attending the London
days (see separate article).
An appeal for volunteers to visit
the OSJCT Care Homes is now
underway, and local parishes are
being informed about the nearest
homes and how to join in.
New this autumn: ‘Companions
Assist’ project – the plan is to create a
2-hour drop in advice clinic, to assist
homeless and disadvantaged people
fill in forms, write letters and work on
CVs and job applications. A weekly
bridge club starts for residents at a care
home in Battersea.
What’s on around the country
Around the country, Companions
are very busy. A taste of activities:
in Cambridge there are visits to
the elderly in a local home and a
hospital; in Cirencester, work with
Signpost helps support 40-50 people
each Monday with company and a
hot meal; in Northumberland tea
parties are a very successful feature;
as was the annual trip to the Calvert
Trust, Exmoor, for the St Rose
School’s holiday camp. In Colchester,
the now well-established Wednesday
lunch project responded to the
hot weather with delicious salads,

The monthly afternoon in London’s Brompton Oratory – cakes,
singalong and company
sandwiches and cold drinks.
Safeguarding remains central to
everything we do in caring for those
with whom we work, as is stated
each week, for example, at the start
of our Thursday soup kitchen. Any
complaint will be taken seriously and
dealt with in accordance with the
unified BASMOM/CoM Safeguarding
Policy (available on the British
Association and the Companions
websites or on request).
Abroad, the Companions are
maintaining support for poor
Christian families in Bethlehem. It is
our contribution to continue to help
the increasingly threatened Christian
communities in this part of the
world. Some of the proceeds from the
Christmas Carol Service and Reception
on 12 December will once again be
dedicated to the Holy Family Hospital,
Bethlehem and to support the Order’s
Lebanon Projects.

FIND OUT MORE
For general information on Companions’ activities:
www.orderofmalta.org.uk/companions

On the road

Gerry Robertson on the wheels that make the difference
The Order of Malta Dial a Journey
Trust (OMDAJ) is the Order’s major
charitable activity in Scotland.
Running for over 25 years, the
Trust’s important work for local
communities is the provision of
transport for the elderly, sick or
housebound and to take children
in far flung areas to school.
With changes in local lifestyles
– online shopping, a decrease in

Council services – most travellers
now prefer to be part of a group,
attending lunch clubs or going
on excursions: a combination of
wheels and company.
For the last three months,
with a fleet of 20 vehicles, a
total of 10,453 trips includes
door to door, group hire, school
journeys, excursions and Scottish
ambulance service contract.

For more information: www.dial-a-journey.org
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AUTUMN 2018
ACTIONS AROUND THE ORDER WORLD

SCOTLAND

MONTENEGRO

Members of the Order, Companions and
friends attended the Scottish Annual Day
of Recollection on 17 July, held this year
at Dundas Castle, South Queensferry,
Edinburgh, by kind invitation of Sir Jack
and Lady Stewart Clark. The celebrant
was Archbishop Leo Cushley, Chaplain to
the Order.
Angus Hay

The Foreign Minister of Montenegro, Srdjan
Darmanovi, met with Grand Chancellor
Albrecht Boeselager in Rome in September.
A special topic was the icon of the Madonna
of Philermo, the Marian symbol of
spirituality of the Order of Malta, which is
housed in the National Museum, Cetinje,
the historic capital of Montenegro. The icon,
which dates from around the ninth century,
had been taken by the Order to Rhodes,
then Malta, Russia and Yugoslavia – from
whence it disappeared during the Second
World War. It was found in Montenegro
early this century.

ITALY

The Order of Malta’s First Aid Post in St.
Peter’s Square first provided its service
during the 1950 Holy Year under Pope XII.
Since then it has been assisting pilgrims 365
days a year in St. Peter’s Square. This August,
with the intense heat, the service was
especially busy – opening at 6 a.m.on the
days the Pope celebrated special Masses for
Italian youth, who came: ‘Along a thousand
roads to Rome.’

MYANMAR/BANGLADESH

SPAIN

From ancient times, the Order’s knights
have offered accommodation and healthcare
in hospitals, convents and churches to
pilgrims along their journey. The Order
of Malta’s Spanish Association still keeps
this tradition alive by assisting pilgrims
travelling to Santiago di Compostela. One
of its volunteers’ latest initiatives is the
organisation of a pilgrimage for the disabled
called WOW (Way On Wheels) during
August. The Order inaugurated a hostel for
these special pilgrims in 2017.

UNITED STATES

Malteser International, the Order of
Malta’s international aid agency, has teams
currently operating three health stations
for the Rohingya refugee camps in Cox’s
Bazar, Bangladesh, providing basic medical
care, therapeutic feeding for malnourished
children, psychosocial support and hygiene
and sanitation training. Over 60,000 patients
have been treated with life-saving aid since
the beginning of interventions.
August 25 marked the first anniversary of
the beginning of the attacks on the Rohingya
and the ensuing crisis. One year later, the
camps are still desperately overcrowded and
the refugee population is almost entirely
reliant on external aid.

The North American Prison Ministry
Apostolate, with some 2,500 knights,
dames, auxiliary and volunteers is the largest
Catholic outreach to the incarcerated in
the world. Members visit state and federal
prisons, county jails, death row. The
Ministry’s 3rd edition of the Florida Social
Services Guide, which lists ciritcal assistance
information to help the incarcerated or
homeless, is now online, reaching 49 of
Florida’s 62 counties.
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